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I. Introduction

Due to the increasing demand for 
mobile radio services, 3G wire-
less network planning has been 

becoming one of the most important 
research f ields. 3G system, e.g. 
WCDMA, is based on Code Division 
Multiple Access [1], which is quite dif-
ferent from Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA) as used in 2G system. 
In the 3G network planning, not only 
are coverage, capacity and quality of the 
signal interrelated, but multi-rate and 
mixed-business also utilize the com-
mon carrier at the same time. As a 
result, it makes the 3G network plan-
ning become more challenging. In this 
paper, we will only concentrate on the 
WCDMA network planning. Since the 
WCDMA systems have self-interfer-
ence and the effects of cell-breathing, it 
makes the coverage, capacity and inter-
ference of the base stations (BSs) restrain 
each other [2], [3]. That is, the area 
actually covered by a BS depends on the 
Quality of Service (QoS) and the traffic 
demand distribution. Therefore, the 
relationship between coverage, capacity 
and interference should be fully taken 
into account in the planning process.

In the past few years, a number of 
models have been developed for the 
WCDMA network planning, which can 
be roughly summarized into two catego-
ries. In the first category, the models only 
consider the location of the BS [4]–[8], 
[10], [32]. For example, Amaldi [4] 

planned the location of the BSs by con-
sidering the quality constraints for down-
link (i.e. BS to user). In [5], the model is 
extended to the uplink (i.e. user to BS), 
which is more stringent 
than the downlink for 
symmetric traffic. Also, the 
models considering both 
downlink and uplink were 
presented in [6], [7]. Fur-
thermore, Yang et al. [32] 
presented a programming 
model which takes into 
account soft handover 
[10] and the fast transmis-
sion power control. By 
contrast, the models in the 
other category consider 
not only the locations of 
the BSs, but also the BSs’ configuration 
parameters [11]–[15]. For example, Gu et 
al. [11] proposed a multiobjective optimi-
zation model for WCDMA network 
planning, in which the antenna height 
and sector configuration are both consid-
ered. Furthermore, one of the most com-
prehensive models presented in [12] dis-
cussed a mathematical programming 
model to support the decisions, e.g. 
where to install new BSs, and how to 
select their configuration (i.e. antenna 
height and tilt, sector orientations, etc.), 
so as to find a trade-off between maxi-
mizing coverage and minimizing cost. 
This model has considered not only the 
configuration parameters of the BSs, but 
also the signal quality constraints in both 
uplink and downlink directions. 

In the WCDMA network planning, 
the most time-consuming procedure is to 

guarantee the QoS of the connection. 
There are many measures presented for 
this purpose. A simple and commonly 
adopted model proposed in [16], [17] 

assumes that the interfer-
ence due to the neighbor-
ing cells (i.e. intercell 
interference) can be 
expressed as a fraction of 
the interference due to 
the other connections in 
the same cell (i.e. intracell 
interference). This model 
is suitable for homoge-
neous distribution of traf-
fic demand, but not for 
the inhomogeneous one. 
In the literature, two 
power control mecha-

nisms have been presented to minimize 
the interference and guarantee the quality. 
In the first one [18], [19], the transmitted 
power is adjusted so that the power 
received on each connection is equal to a 
given value. Therefore, whether a con-
nection is active or not just depends on 
the mobile station positions. However, 
this simple mechanism may allocate more 
radio resources than necessary. In the sec-
ond one [12], the transmitted power is 
adjusted so that the signal-to-interference 
ratio (SIR) is equal to the target value. 
This mechanism is more efficient than 
the first one because it allows for the use 
of lower power. Nevertheless, it is more 
complex because the power emitted by 
each station depends on that emitted by 
all the others. Moreover, some dimension 
reduction strategies have been addressed 
in [20]–[22] for systems equipped with 
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omnidirectional antenna, but few studies 
have been conducted on the systems 
equipped with directive antenna.

In this paper, we will propose a novel 
WCDMA network planning model 
based on iterative power control scheme 
and optimize it by utilizing a multiob-
jective evolutionary algorithm based on 
decomposition. The main contributions 
of this paper are four-fold:
1) Propose a simple, but effective 

model: We pre-determine the maxi-
mum influence region of each BSs’ 
sector. Then, the total interference is 
approximated with the interference 
due to the signals transmitted by the 
emitter (i.e., mobile stations in the 
uplink and base stations in the 
downlink) in the same maximum 
influence region. This model 
neglects the interference due to the 
channels without maximum influ-
ence region, thus simplifying the 
WCDMA planning model without 
degrading the performance evidently. 

2) Develop an iterative power control 
scheme for directive antenna: In this 
scheme, when a single transmitted 
power is changed, we only update 
the transmitted power of the active 
connections in the same cell. Such 
power control method significantly 
reduces the complexity of the model. 

3) Sample a small, but representative set 
of combination levels of configura-
tion parameters: In the proposed 
model, each BS is equipped with 
directive antenna and four configu-
ration parameters (i.e., antenna 
height, antenna tilt, sector orienta-
tion, and pilot signal power) are con-
sidered. However, since there are too 
many combination levels of configu-
ration parameters, it is very difficult 
to find the best one from them. To 
overcome this problem, a representa-
tion method based on orthogonal 
design is proposed in this paper. 

4) Apply a novel multiobjective evolu-
tionary algorithm to solve this 
model: The evolutionary algorithm, 
as one of the most powerful tool to 
solve the complex optimization 
problems, has been widely used in 
the various fields [23]–[26]. Accord-

ingly, we present a multiobjective 
evolutionary algorithm based on 
decomposition [27] to solve this 
combinatorial optimization problem. 
Simulation results have shown the 
effectiveness of the proposed algo-
rithm by providing a set of high 
quality solutions. 

The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section II proposes the 
mathematical model based on the local 
interference for network planning prob-
lem and describes the iterative power 
control scheme. In Section III, we code 
the solution with a novel representation 
strategy based on orthogonal design and 
present a multiobjective evolutionary 
algorithm to solve this model. Computa-
tional results are reported in Section IV. 
Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. The Model Based on Local 
Interference and Iterative  
Power Control Scheme 
In WCDMA network planning prob-
lem, it needs to select a subset of candi-
date sites (CSs) to install BSs with suit-
able configuration parameters and assign 
the test points (TPs) to an available BS. 
In this section, we will present a model 
for the WCDMA network planning. 
Accordingly, a set of TPs and a set of 
CSs are given as follows: 

TP: The service area is divided into 
some square grids. As shown in Fig. 1, 
the centroid of a grid is regarded as a TP. 
The thi  TP is denoted as TP i  with 

{ , , , },i I m1 2 3 g! =  where m   is the 
number of TPs. Moreover, the traffic 
demand of TP i  is represented by ui

u  in 
the uplink and ui

d  in the downlink. It 
can simply correspond to the number of 
the active connections. Then the total 
traffic demand of TP i  is .u u ui i

u
i
d= +  

CS: Suppose there are n  CSs and 
there is at most one BS to be installed at 
each CS. For convenience, we will not 
discriminate between the base station 
installed at CS and the Candidate Site. 
For each BS, four configuration parame-
ters are considered in this paper. That is:

 ❏ Antenna height: hb

 ❏ Antenna Tilt: b
 ❏ Sector Orientation: c
 ❏ Pilot Power: .pt

Then, a set of combination levels, i.e. 
{ , , , },K l1 2 g=  of the configuration 

parameters is given for each BS, where l  
is the number of the combination levels 
of configuration parameters. Moreover, 
an installation cost c jk  is also given to 
each base station installed at CS 

{ , , , }j J n1 2 f! =  with combination 
level k K!  of configuration parameters. 
Obviously, the installation cost varies 
with the BS’s configuration parameters.

a. The impact of the Configuration 
Parameters on Capacity 
The first two configuration parameters, 
antenna height and antenna tilt, have an 
impact on propagation gain tensor. The 
sector orientation defines the sets of TPs 
within the same sector and the pilot 
power is utilized to determine the BS, to 
which each TP is assigned. The impact 
of these configuration parameters will 
be described as follows: 

The antenna height and tilt have an 
impact on the propagation gain tensor 

[ ],G gijk=  where g0 1< <ijk  is the 
propagation gain from TP i  to BS j  
with the combination level k  of con-
figuration parameters. It can be esti-
mated by using prediction tools or 
obtained by actual measurements. We 
use the COST-231 Hata model [29] 
and vertical diagram [28] to describe 
the impact of antenna height and tilt 
on the propagation gain in this paper. 
It can be represented by the attenua-
tion in db, i.e. / ,g 1 10( / )

ijk
l 10ijk=  where 

lijk  is the propagation factor between 
TP i  and BS j  with configuration 

Figure 1 Illustration of the no-load cover-
age, low-load coverage, heavy-load coverage 
and sector orientation.
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combination level k . The propagation 
factor can be defined as:

 VD PLlijk ijk ijk= + , (1)

where PL ijk  is the pathloss (PL) from TP 
i  to CS j  with combination level k  of 
configuration parameters, and VD ijk  is 
the vertical diagram (VD). 

The vertical diagram defines the 
relation between the radiant signal loss 
and the radial deviation from the signal 
main axis.

The vertical diagrams of the directive 
antenna are displayed in Fig. 2. Then, the 
vertical diagram is defined as:

 VD VD( )ijk ij ja b= - , (2)

where ija  is the vertical angle, in which 
the TP i  appears to the base station j  in 
degrees. As shown in Fig. 3, hbj  repre-
sents the effective antenna height of the 
BS in meter and jb  represents the 
antenna tilt of the BS .j  dij  is the dis-
tance from TP i  to CS j . We can know 
from geometrical relationship that ija = 

(( )/ ) ( / ),arctan h h d 180bj m ij r-  where hm  
is the height of the mobile station. 
Therefore, we have

VD VD .arctan d
h h 180

ijk
ij

bj m
j

r
b=

-
-cc m m

  (3)

From Eq. (3), we can see that the 
antenna height and tilt have an impact 
on the vertical diagram.

In this paper, the pathloss PL ijk  is 
formulated by the COST-231 Hata 
model.

 

PL PL( , , , )

. . ( )

. ( ) ( )

( . . ( )) ( )

,

log

log

log log

f h h d

f

h a h

h d

C
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ijk bj m ij

bj m

bj ij

M

=

= +

- -

+ -

+

 

(4)

where f  is the frequency in MHZ, 
,h hbj m  and dij  are the same as the ones 

used in Eq. (3). CM  is the correction 
factor of area type and ( )a hm  is the cor-
rection function about the height of the 
mobile station. For medium and small 
cities, ( )a hm  is expressed by

 
( ) ( . ( ) . )

( . ( ) . ),

log

log

a h f h

f

1 1 0 7

1 56 0 8

m mi= -

- -  (5)

while it is defined as

 ( )
. ( ( . )) .
. ( ( . )) .

log
log

a h
h
h

8 29 1 54 1 1
3 2 11 75 4 97m

m

m

2

2=
-

-
)  

(6)

for large cities. From Eq. (1), (3), (4), we 
can find that the propagation gain 
depends on the antenna height and tilt.

Next, let us study the impact of sec-
tor orientation and pilot power on 
WCDMA network planning. Since it is 
possible to install a BS which is 
equipped with s  identical sectors at 
each CS ,j  we suppose all the BSs are 
equipped with 3 identical sectors. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the sector orientation c  
defines the angle clockwise from due 
north to the first sector. All TPs severed 
by a BS are divided into 3 cells. Clearly, 
the sector orientation determines which 
TPs are in the same cell.

The pilot power is used to allocate 
each TP to a certain active BS. As shown 
in Fig 1, TPi1  may be covered by the BS 
1, 2 and 3. It is allocated to the BS, from 
which TPi1  receives the maximum pilot 
power. That is, for each TP ,i I!  it will 
be allocated to BS ju  so that

 ,arg maxj p g
j J

j ijk=
!

u t  (7)

where p jt  is the pilot power of BS j . 
Therefore, it not only depends on the 

TP’s position, but also the pilot power of 
the BS to which each TP is allocated.

B. The interference in Uplink and 
Downlink Based on Maximum 
influence Region
The signal quality is usually measured by 
the SIR, which can be expressed as:

 SIR R
W

I I
p

in out

receive

~ h
=

+ +
, (8)

where W  is the system chip rate, e.g., 
W  = 3840 Chip/s for WCDMA, R  is 
the user data rate, h  denotes the thermal 
noise power, and ,preceive  represented by 
red arrows in Fig. 4, is the received sig-
nal power. ~  is the orthogonality loss 
factor. In the uplink case, the user chan-
nels are not orthogonal and ,1~ =  
while in the downlink case, the user 
channels are orthogonal in the same cell 
but the multi-path interference makes 

. .0 4 0 9< <~  [28]. As shown in Fig. 4, 
,I in  represented by the green arrow, is 

the total interference due to the signals 
transmitted by the mobile stations in the 
same cell (i.e. intracell interference) and 

,Iout  represented by the black arrow, is 
the interference due to signals of the 
other mobile station (i.e. intercell inter-
ference) in the uplink. Correspondingly, 
in the downlink case, I in  is the total 
interference due to the signals transmit-
ted by the same BS and Iout  is that due 
to signals transmitted by the other BSs.

From the theoretical viewpoint, the 
intercell interference Iout  is the total 
interference due to the signals transmitted 
by all the mobile stations which are not 
in the same cell in the uplink and the sig-
nals transmitted by all other BSs in the 
downlink. However, we can neglect the 

Figure 2 The vertical diagram of the direc-
tive antenna.
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interference source which 
is away from the user [10]. 
Therefore, we define a 
maximum influence region 
with no-load coverage area 
for sector v of CS .j  It is 
the TPs which can be 
potentially covered by the 
sector v of BS j J!  with 
combination level k K!  
of configuration parame-
ters. A pool I jk

v  is formed 
with these TPs. It is com-
puted as follows: First of all, 
we ignore all other BSs. 
That is, we assume there is 
only one BS j . If TP i  is included in sec-
tor v and the pilot power received at TP 
i  from BS j  is greater than minimum 
allowable value pmint , i.e.

 ,p g p> minj ijkt t  (9)

TP i  may be covered by sector v  of BS 
j . Usually, the actual coverage of sector 
v  of BS j  is smaller than I jk

v . At the 
same time, a set ,J i Ii !  is determined, 
which is used to store the indices of sec-
tors which can affect TP i . In addition, 
we allocate each TP to a certain active 
BS according to Eq. (7). These TPs 
which are allocated to the same sector 
and within its no-load coverage area are 
regarded as a cell, denoted as C jk

v . The 
more detailed information about com-
puting I jk

v , ji  and C jk
v  will be described 

in Section II-D1. Then, we estimate the 
intercell interference Iout  for TP i  with 
the total interference due to the signals 
of the TPs in I jk

iv  but not in C jk
iv , where 

iv  is the sector containing TP i . Hence, 
we only consider the local interference 
due to the channels which are fallen 
into the maximum influence region.

C. Multiobjective Optimization Model 
for WCDMa network Planning 
To describe the programming model, a 
binary variable matrix [ ]X x jk n l= #  is 
utilized to denote the state of each CS, 
where { , }, , ,x j J k K0 1jk ! ! !  satisfies: 

 
if a BS installed in CS
with combination level
otherwise.

x
j
k1

0
jk = *

Meanwhile, a binary variable matrix  
[ ]S sij=  denotes the state of each con-

nection. s 1ij =  if and only if the con-
nection between TP i  and CS j  satisfies 
the quality requirements in the uplink 
and downlink directions. That is, 

 

if the conection between

TP and BS is active
otherwise,

i js
1

0
ij = *

where , .i I j J! !

We formulate the WCDMA network 
planning as a multiobjective optimization 
problem. The system capacity ( , )X STcap  
and installation cost ( , )X SCcos  consid-
ered in this paper are:

 ( , )X SmaxT u scap i ij
j Ji I i

=
!!

//  (10)

 ( , ) .X SminC c xcos jk jk
k Kj J

=
!!

//  (11)

Also, suppose each TP i I!  can be 
assigned to one BS at most, i.e.

 ,s i I1ij
j Ji

6# !
!

/  (12)

where s 1ijj Ji
=

!
/  means that TP i  is 

served; otherwise, it is not served.
Further, as there is at most one BS 

with combination level k  of configura-
tion parameters to be installed in each 
CS j , we have

 .x x j J1j jk
k K

6# !=
!

/  (13)

If x 1j = , it implies that there is a BS 
installed in CS j . Otherwise, no BS is 
installed in CS j .

Furthermore, a TP i  can 
be assigned to a CS j J!  
only if a BS has been installed 
in CS j . That is,
   , .s x i I j Jij j 6# ! !
 (14)

In addition, SIR has to be 
maintained for all active con-
nections in order to satisfy 
the QoS in the network. The 
interference is composed of 
intracell interference, intercell 
interference and noise power. 
From Eq.(8), the SIR in the 
uplink can be expressed as:

 SIR
R
W

I I
p g s

s
in, out,i

u
i

u
i

u
bj

i
u

ijk ij
j
u

ij
h+ +
=  (15)

for ,i I j J! ! , where

 

,I u p g s p g

I u p g

in,

out,

,

i
u

t
u

t
u

tjk tj i
u

ijk

t C

i
u

t
u

t
u

tjk

t I t C

jk

jk jk

i

i i

= -

=
"

!

!

v

v v

/

/

are the intracell and intercell interference 
of the connection between TP i  and CS 
j , respectively. pi

u  is the transmit power 
from a mobile at TP i  and bjh = 

dbm105-  is the thermal noise at BS j . 
SIR j

u  is the lower bound on SIR of BS 
j . We assume that all BSs have the same 
lower bound on SIR, i.e. SIR db,6j

u =  
.j J Ri

u!  is the user data rate of a mobile 
station in TP i  and let it be the same 
value, i.e. . kbit/sR 12 2i

u =  for different 
TPs in uplink. I jk

iv  is the set of all TPs that 
are fallen into the no-load coverage area 
of sector iv  containing TP i , and C jk

iv  is 
the cell containing TP i . The numerator 
of the left-hand-side term corresponds to 
the power of the relevant signal arriving 
from TP i  at CS .j  u p gt

u
t
u

tjk  indicates the 
total power received at the BS j  from TP 
t . Thus, I in,i

u  amounts to the total interfer-
ence due to all other active connections 
within the cell C jk

iv , and Iout, i
u  is the total 

interference due to the channels within 
no-load coverage area I jk

iv  but not in .C jk
iv

Since the power that the mobile sta-
tion can emit is nonnegative and there 
exists an upper bound on the maximum 
power ,Pmax

u  we have:

 .p p i I0 maxi
u u 6# # !  (16)

Figure 4 Illustration of intracell interference and intercell interference in 
uplink and downlink.
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The interference at TP i  in the 
downlink direction is from the active 
BSs ji . That is, we only consider the 
interference from the BSs which are 
close to TP i . Then, the signal quality 
constraint for each connection in the 
downlink direction can be expressed as:

 SIR
R
W

I I
p g s

s
in, out,i

d
i

d
i

d
mi

ji
d

ijk ij
i
d

ij
~ h+ +

=  (17)

for ,i I j J! ! , where

I u p g s p g p g

p g p g

I p g

in,

out,
,

i
d

t
d

jt
d

ijk tj ji
d

ijk j ijk

t C

j
d

ijk ji
d

ijk

i
d

l
d

ilk
l J l j

jk

i

i

i

i

= - +

= -

=
!

!

!

v

v

v

t/

/

represent the intercell and intracell inter-
ferences in the downlink direction, 
respectively. p ji

d  is the power assigned 
from BS j  to a mobile station at TP i  
and p j

d iv  is the total power of the sector 
whose maximum influence region con-
tains TP i  of BS j . Ri

d  is the user data 
rate provided that all the mobile stations 
have the same value kbit/s.R 64i

d =  
SIR db4i

d =  is the lower bound on SIR 
in downlink. dbm108mih =  is the ther-
mal noise at TP i  and .0 5~ =  is the 
orthogonality loss factor. For any active 
connection between a BS installed in CS 
j  and TP ,i  the summation term of I in,i

d  
expresses the power distributed to the 
TPs falling in the sector iv  and severed 
by CS j . p jt  is the pilot signals of BS j . 
Iout,i

d  is the interference due to the signals 
transmitted by the neighbor BSs Ji .

Obviously, the power that a BS can 
assign to a connection is nonnegative 
and there exists an upper bound on the 
maximum power p maxji

d . We have:

 .p p i I0 maxji
d

ji
d 6# # !  (18)

The limit on the total power that 
each BS j  can emit is given by the fol-
lowing inequality:

 p p p s p0 maxj
d

j ji
d

ij j
d

i C jk

# #= +
!

v

v

t /  (19)

for , , ,j J 1 2 3! v = , where p maxj
d  is the 

upper bound on the total power emitted 
by BS j  in downlink.

Finally, we consider the rate of cov-
erage as follows:

 .
u

T
0 9cap

i
i I

$

!

/ . (20)

This model is a complex constrained 
combinational optimization problem. To 
solve this problem, we propose an iterative 
power control method to compute the 
power pi

u  and , ,p i I j Jji
d ! ! , and then 

check the constraints (12)–(19) to deter-
mine the state sij  of each connection.

D. Fix S as Given X by Using the 
iterative Power Control Scheme 
A subset J  has been selected from the 
set CS J  and a definite configuration 
parameters combination level k  is chosen 
for each BS installed at CS j J! . That 
is, x jk  is determined. There are three basic 
procedures to assign a TP i  to a suitable 
BS and determine the power in the 
uplink and downlink directions.

1) tp allocation
We first determine I jk

v  and C jk
v  for 

, , , ,j J k K 1 2 3! ! v =  and ji  for each 
TP i . That is, we find the maximum 
influence of each sector of every BS and 
the cells. Specifically, it can be achieved 
by Algorithm 1.

2) power Control in  
uplink Direction
The problem is to determine the mini-
mum transmit power for mobile station 
such that constraint (15) is satisfied. Let 

SIR ,Q W Rij j
u

i
u=  then the Eq. (15) 

can be converted into the following lin-
ear equations:

( )Q p g u p g s1 ij i
u

ijk t
u

t C

t
u

tjk tj bj

jk

i

i

h+ - =
!

v

v

/
 (21)
for ,i I j J! ! , where

 .I u p gout,

,

bj bj i
u

bj

t I t C

t
u

t
u

tjk
i

jk jk
i i

h h h= + = +
g!

v

v v

/
 (22)

It is the system interference at the sec-
tor iv  containing TP i  of BS j , which 
is composed of the thermal noise and 
the interference from the mobile sta-
tions in the maximum influence region 
of the sector iv  at BS j , but not in the 
same cell.

Eq. (21) can be extended by the 
equation c u p g st

t C
t tjk tj

u u

jk
i=

!
v

/  with an 
additional variable c . Substituting this 
into Eq. (21) we have that 

 p g Q
c
1i

u
ijk

ij

bj
i

h
=
+

+ v

 

and
 c u p g st

u
t
u

tjk tj

t C jk
i

=
!

v

/  

 ( ) .c Q
u s

1bj
tj

t
u

tj

t C

i

jk
i

h= +
+

!

v

v

/

Solving the above equation for c  
y ie lds  c 1bj

i
bh b= -v ^ h  with b =

.u s Q1t
u

tj
t C

tj
jk
i +

!
v ^ h/  Hence, we have

 ( )
,

.

p
g Q Q

u s

i C

1 1 1

i
u

ijk ij
tj

t
u

tj

t C

bj

jk

jk

i

i

i

!

h
=

+ -
+

!

v

v

v

e o/

 (23)

From Eq. (23) we have that pi
u  

depends on the spreading gain ,Qij  the 
propagation gain ,gijk  the system interfer-
ence ,bj

i
h
v  and the connection state 

, .s t Ctj jk
i! v  It is independent of the vari-

ables pi
u  in the same cell. In addition, from 

the third factor in the denominator of Eq. 
(23), there is no feasible power allocation if

 u s Q1t
u

tj tj

t C jk
i

$ +
!

v

/

and all user data rate and QoS parame-
ters are equal, i.e. Q Qtj =  for all 

.t C jk
i! v  In WCDMA system, if  W =

. Mhz3 84  and the user data rate  Ri
u =

. kbit/s12 2  in uplink and SIR db6j
u =

Algorithm 1: Allocate TP to BS.

input: The state of each BS: X;
 The set of the TP: i;
 The set of the CS: J.
Output: , , .I C Jjk jk i

v v

 for i d i do
 for j d J do
 if x 1jk =  then
  Compute the propagation gain 

gijk  and the received pilot power 
;p p gji j ijk=t t

 if p pminji2t t  then

 : ; : ;I I i J J jjk
i

jk
i

i ij j= =
v v

 end if
 end if
 end for
 arg maxj p

j J
ji=

d

u t  by Eq. (7);

 : .C C ijk
i

jk
i
j=

v v
u u

 end for
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. ,3 9811=  then .Q 79.  That is, there is 
no way to accommodate more than 79 
users at the desired QoS requirement in 
uplink direction. 

The system interference bj
i

h
v  and stj  

in Eq. (23) are not available in advance. 
Hence, an iterative approach is presented 
to solve it. It is composed of three pro-
cedures as follows:
1) As , ,p i Ii

u !  is given, we can easily 
obtain the system interference bjh

v  for 
each cell of the active BSs according 
to Eq. (22). 

2) For each cell ,C jk
v  check the connec-

tion state ,s t Ctj jk! v  to guarantee the 
SIR constraint (16). We always give 
priority to TPs with a greater propa-
gation gain. Specifically, we sort the 
TPs i C jk! v  in descending order 
according to the propagation gain  

,gijk  and then compute the transmit-
ted power of the TPs one by one 
according to Eq. (23). If the transmit-
ted power of mobile stations in TP t  
satisfies the SIR constraint, i.e. 

,p p< maxt
u u  then ,s 1tj =  otherwise, 

.s 0tj =  
3) For each cell ,C jk

v  compute the 
transmitted power of the mobile sta-
tions in TP t C jk! v  with s 1tj =  by 
Eq. (23).
More precisely, the power control in 

uplink is described in Algorithm 2, 
where maxiter  is the maximum number 
of the iteration. We set it at 3 and let the 
initial transmitted power of each mobile 
station be zero in this paper.

3) power Control in  
Downlink Direction:
A similar procedure is also used to esti-
mate the emitted power in the downlink 
direction. Let iU = SIR ,W Ri

d
i
d  and 

we can transform the SIR constraint 
(17) into the following linear equations:
 ( )p u p si ji

d
t
d

t C

jt
d

tj mi

jk
i

~ ~ hU + - =
!

v

l/  (24)

for ,i I j J! !  where

 .g

p g p g
,

mi
ijk

mi j ijk l
d

l J l j
ilk

i

i
h

h

=

+ +
!!

v

l

t /
 (25)

As discussed in the uplink power con-
trol method, Eq. (25) can be extended by 
the equation c = u p st

d
jt
d

tj
t C jk

i!
v

/  with an 
additional  variable .c  Substituting this 
into Eq. (24), we have that

p
c

ji
d

i

mi

~

~ h

U
=

+
+ l

 

and 

.c c
u s u s
t

t
d

tj

t C
t

t
d

tj mt

t Cjk jk
i i

~
~ ~

h

U U
=

+
+

+
! !

v v

l/ /  

Hence, p ji
d  can be calculated as 

shown in (26) at the top of this page.
From Eq. (26), we can find that p ji

d

depends on mthl  and ,stj  .t C jk
i! v  It is 

independent of the variable p ji
d  in the 

same cell. Hence, we can use the similar 
method described above to solve it. 
Please note that there is no way to 
accommodate more than 23 users at the 
desired QoS requirement. 

As a result, the state of the connection 
sij  just depends on the values of the BSs’ 
state X. It means that sij  can be expressed 
as a latent function of X, denoted as 

( ) { , } .Xs f 0 1ij ij !=  Moreover, the con-
straints (12)–(19) are satisfied when we 
solve the state of the connection sij . Then, 
the model can be formulated as follows:

 

( ) ( )

( )

. . . .

X X

X

max

min

T u f

C c x

s t
u

T
0 9

cap

cap

cos

i ij
j Ji I

jk jk
k Kj J

i
i I

i

$

=

=
!!

!!

!

//
//

/
 

(27)

III. MOEA/D-M2M for WCDMA 
Network Planning 

a. Presentation Based on  
Orthogonal Design 
Four configuration parameters for each 
BS are taken into account in this paper. 
Sine each BS has a specific lower bound 
of the antenna height according to the 
terrain variation, the antenna height is 
just a fine adjustment configuration. We 
consider the antenna height above the 
lower bound in meter, i.e. h !
{ , , , , , } .0 1 2 3 4 5  It is assumed that the 
antenna tilt of each sector of a BS also 
has six possible values in degree, i.e. 

{ , , , , , }0 3 6 9 12 15i !b  with , , .i 1 2 3=  
The sector orientation which defines the 
sets I jk

v  and C jk
v  has the following six 

poss ible values in deg ree: !c

{ , , , , , } .0 20 40 60 80 100  The pilot power 
pt  also has six possible values in watt pt  
{ , . , . , . , . , } .1 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2  This indicates 
that there are 6 466566 =  combinations 
levels of configuration parameters for 
each BS. The search space of configura-
tion parameters combinations of the 
model is .46656n  It is very time con-
suming to find the best configuration 
combination level. Therefore, it is desir-
able to sample a small, but representative 
set of combination levels. The orthogo-
nal design [30] is used to reduce the 
search space of the model in this paper. A 
series of orthogonal array are provided in 
[30]. Orthogonal array ( )L 636

6  is utilized 
in this paper. Then, there are only 36 
combination levels for each BS. It greatly 
reduces the search space of the model. 

We propose an encoding method 
based on orthogonal design. Specifically, 
a vector ( , , , )y y y yn1 2 g=  records the 
combination level of BSs’ configuration 
parameters in a solution. y kj =  
expresses that a BS is installed in CS j  
with combination level k  of configura-
tion parameters, i.e. .x 1jk =  For exam-
ple, y 102 =  implies that a BS is installed 

Algorithm 2: Power control in uplink 
direction: pi

u

input: ,I Cjk jk
v v  obtained by Algorithm 1;

 The propagation gain .G gijk=6 @
Output: The state of the connection ;Sij

 The transmitted power .pi
u

  Initial the maximum number of iteration 
maxiter and the transmitted power of the 
each mobile station ;pi

u

 for :n 1=  maxiter do
  Compute the system interference bjh

v  
by Eq. (22)

 for each C jk
v  do

  Check the connection state 
, ;S t Ctj jkd

v  Compute the transmitted 
power pt

u  by Eq. (23) of the mobile 
stations in TP t C jkd  with ;s 1tj =

 end for
 end for
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in CS 2 with configuration combination 
level 10. The 10th row of the orthogonal 
array ( )L 636

6  is (2,4,5,6,1,2). The infor-
mation of the configuration parameters 
of BS 2 is available. That is, ,h 1=  

, , ,9 12 15 01 2 3b b b c= = = =  and 
. .p 1 2=t  Moreover, if there is no BS 

installed in CS , .j y 0j =  We have that 
{ , , , }y l0 1j g!  for .j J!

B. Crossover and Mutation 
We choose the single-point crossover to 
create the offsprings. Given two solu-
tions, this crossover operator creates a 
random integer number u  between 1 
and n 1-  and swaps u  leftmost bits of 
each solution. For example, given par-
ents  ( , , , , )y 0 10 30 0 51 =  and y2 =

( , , , , ),0 0 0 11 12  the children will be  
( , , , , )y 0 10 0 11 12c =  if .u 2=

The mutation operator is used to 
escape a possible local optimum and find 
a new neighborhood with a potentially 
more promising solution. For each solu-
tion yc  generated by the crossover opera-
tion, our implementation alters each 

component by selecting a random num-
ber between 1 and n . If the hth compo-
nent of yc  is selected to be mutated, then

y kh
c = ,

where k  is randomly selected from 
{ , , , } .l0 1 g

C. MOEa/D-M2M 
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, 
as one of the most powerful tool to 
solve the complex optimization prob-
lems, especially the combinatorial opti-
mization problems, has been widely 
used in the various fields [23]–[26]. A 
number of multiobjective evolutionary 
algorithms have been proposed in the 
past few years, such as NSGA-II [31], 
MOEA/D [32], MOEA/D-M2M [27] 
and so on. MOEA/D-M2M has strong 
ability to maintain the diversity of the 
population [27]. There are a few of 
Pareto solutions in this optimization 
problem, the diversity of the population 
is more important, we therefore take 
MOEA/D-M2M to solve the problem 
described above. 

In MOEA/D-M2M, the multiobjec-
tive optimization problem is decomposed 
into a number of simple multiobjective 
optimization subproblems, which are 
then solved in a collaborative manner. T  
direction vectors , ,v vT1 f  are uni-
formly chosen from the unit circle in the 
first quadrant, where T  is the number of 
the subproblems. Then, the first quadrant 
R2
+  is divided into T  subregions 
, , ,T1 fX X  where  ( , , )k T1k fX =  

defined as

{ | , , }u u u vvRk
k j2! #G H G HX = +

for any , , .j T1 f=  ,u v jG H is the acute 
angle between u and v j . In other words, 
u  is in kX  if and only if v i  has the 
smallest angle to u  among all the T  
direction vectors. For each subregion, 
there is a subpopulation with N  indi-
viduals to optimize it. 

The initial population is generated as 
fo l lows: For  each e lement  ,y j  
( , , , ),j n1 2 g=  of individual solution y , 
if rand .0 4<  then ,y 0j =  where rand  
is a random number generated by a uni-
form random number generator in [0, 

1]. That is, there is no BS installed in CS 
;j  Otherwise, y j  is set at a random inte-

ger number within the range of 
{ , , , } .l1 2 g

In each generation, MOEA/D-
M2M maintains T  subpopulations: 

, , .P PT1 f  Each subpopulation is uti-
lized to optimize one subregion in the 
objective space. Specifically, the MOEA/
D-M2M works as Algor ithm 3. 
MOEA/D-M2M utilizes a number of 
individual solutions to initialize and 
update , , .P PT1 f  This procedure can be 
realized by Algorithm 4, where Pk  is 
the number of the individuals in .Pk

IV. Experimental Results
This section will present some numeri-
cal results obtained from the application 
of the MOEA/D-M2M to some syn-
thetic but realistic instances. The aim of 
these numerical experiments is not only 
to demonstrate the effectiveness and 
rationality of the proposed model, but 
also to show the effectiveness of the 
MOEA/D-M2M to solve the combina-
torial optimization problems. 

a. instance Generator 
These instances were generated by the 
instance generator tool described in 
[12]. It simulates the traffic demand dis-
tribution of service area and the CSs’ 
location which is usually selected by ser-
vice providers considering traffic inten-
sity in the area. A square service area 
D D#  was considered in each instance. 
As shown in Fig. 5, we divided the ser-
vice area into d d#  smaller regions and 
regarded the center of each region as a 
TP. We assumed that the numbers of the 
TP with high, medium and low traffic 
demand is ,mh  mm  and ,ml  respectively.

The traffic demand of each TP was 
given as follows: We first selected the 
TPs which were assigned with the high 
traffic demand. A weight i~  with initial 
value 1 was associated to each TP i , 

, , , .i m1 2 g=  TPs were iteratively 
picked with a probabil i ty pi = 

.i i

m

i1
~ ~

=
/  After each iteration, the 

weight i~  of the selected TP was set at 
zero, and the weights of the neighboring 
TPs which had not been selected were 
increased by 1. Once all mh  TPs with 

Algorithm 3: MOEA/D-M2M for 
WCDMA network planning problem.

input: The WCDMA planning problem;
 max_gen: the maximum number of 
generations;
 T : the number of the subproblems;
 N : the size of the subpopulation.
Output: All the nondominant solutions in 

P .1
T
k kj =

  initialization: Generate NT2  initial indi-
viduals , ,y y NT1 2g" ,  by the problem spe-
cific method described above, evaluate 
their objective values and then use these 
initial individuals to set , , .P PT1 f  The cur-
rent generation set: gen = 1.

 while gen 1 max_gen do
 generation of New Solutions:
 Set ;0P=
 for k 1!  to T  do
 for each y Pkd  do
 Randomly choose yl  from ;Pk

  Apply crossover and mutation 
operators on y and yl  to gener-
ate a new solution z ;

 Compute the objective values of z ;
 z: jP P= " ,
 end for
 end for
 updating the subpopulations:
 : ;Q Pk

T
k1, jP= =^ h

 Use Q  to set , , .P PT1 f

 end while
 Find all the nondominated solutions in 

Pk
T

k1j =  and output them.
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high traffic demand had been selected, 
the mm  TPs with medium traffic 
demand and the ml  TPs with low traffic 
demand were selected with the same 
procedure. 

The positions of CSs were also ran-
domly selected in the set of crossing 
points of the regular grid. The adopted 
procedure was similar to the previous 
one. That is, each gr id point was 
assigned a weight that equals to the sum 
of the traffic demand of neighboring 
TPs. After each iteration, the weight of 
the selected grid point was set at zero. 
To make the numerical results easily 
readable, we adopted the same cost for 
all BSs and separately reported the sys-
tem capacity (i.e. the number of the user 
served) and the installation cost (i.e. the 
number of the active BSs). In the fol-
lowing sections, we present the numeri-

cal results obtained with the medium 
and large size instances.

B. The Parameters of the  
instances and algorithm 
A medium size and a large size instances 
were pseudo-randomly generated by the 
tool described above. Specifically, a  
2000 # 2000 meter service area was 
divided into 400 square regions of  
100 #  100 meter in the medium size 
instance. The numbers of the regions 
with high, medium and low traffic 
demand were mh = 50, mm = 150, ml = 
200, respectively, and the corresponding 
numbers of the traffic demand per 
region were 12, 6 and 2 in the uplink 
and 7, 3, 1 in the downlink. Then, the 
traffic demand was 1900 in the uplink 
and 1000 in the downlink. The total 
traffic demand was 2900 in the system. 
Also, 100CSs, i.e. n = 100 were pseudo-
randomly generated by using the above 
described method. 

For the large size instance, a 3000 # 
3000 meter service area was divided into 
900 square regions of 100 # 100 meter. 
The numbers of the regions with high, 
medium and low traffic demand were 
mh = 100, mm = 400, ml = 400, respec-
tively, and the corresponding numbers of 
the traffic demand per region were 12, 5 
and 2 in the uplink and 6, 3, 1 in the 
downlink. Then, the traffic demand was 
4000 in the uplink and 2200 in the 
downlink. The total traffic demand was 
6200 in the system. 150 CSs were 
pseudo-randomly generated by using the 
above described method. 

We conducted the algorithm on 
these instances with the number of the 
subproblems T 10=  and the size of the 
subpopulation .N 10=  For the medium 
size instance, the maximum number of 
generations was set at _gen ,max 200=  
while _genmax 300=  for the large  
size instance. 

C. Computational Results 

1) Experimental results on  
the medium Size Instance
Fig. 6 plots the final solutions obtained 
by the proposed algorithm. There are a 
set of solutions obtained in a single run. 
These solutions can be roughly divided 
into two parts. The first part of solutions, 
represented with red point, require less 
BSs, while the other solutions, repre-
sented with blue point, have a higher 
coverage rate. Fig. 7 plots the distribu-
tion of the active BS of the fifth solution 
from the left in Fig. 6.

2) Experimental results  
on the large Size Instance
Fig. 8 plots the final solutions obtained 
by the proposed algorithm. Similar with 
the medium size instance, there are also 
a set of solutions obtained in a single 
run. These solutions can be roughly 
divided into two parts. The first part of 
solutions, represented with red point, 
require less BSs, while the other solu-
tions, represented with blue point, have 
a higher coverage rate. Fig. 9 plots the 
distribution of the active BS of the 
eighth solution from the left in Fig. 8. 

Algorithm 4: Allocation of individuals 
to subpopulations.

input:  :Q  a set of individual solutions 
their objective values.

Output: , , .P PT1 f

for k!1 to T  do
Initialize Pk  as the solutions in Q  
whose normal objective values are 
in  ;kX

if P Nk 1  then
randomly select N Pk-  solutions 
from Q  and add them to Pk .

end if
if P Nk 2  then

rank the solutions in Pk  using the 
constraint nondominated sorting 
method [31] and remove from Pk  
the PS k-  lowest ranked solutions.

end if
end for

Figure 5 Synthetic but realistic instances, 
where : High; : Medium; : Low; •: CS. 
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Figure 6 The result obtained by the algo-
rithm on a medium size instance, where 
#TD denotes the number of covered the 
traffic demand, while #BS is the number of 
the active BSs.
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Figure 7 The distribution of the active BSs 
of the fifth solution from the left in Fig. 6, 
where  represents the active BSs, and • 
represents the CSs.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed an effi-
cient network planning model for 
WCDMA network planning problem. 
This model neglects the interference due 
to the channels without no-load cover-
age. It can greatly enhance the computa-
tional efficiency without degrading the 
performance evidently. Furthermore, we 
have presented iterative power control 
method for calculating the power of the 
channels in the uplink and downlink. 
When the power of a channel is changed, 
such a power control scheme makes us 
only re-compute the power of the chan-
nels in the same cell. It significantly 
reduces the complexity of the model. In 
addition, four BS’s configuration parame-
ters, i.e. the antenna height, antenna tilt, 
sector orientation and pilot signal power, 
have been taken into account in the 
model. Considering too many configura-
tion parameters combination, a method 
based on orthogonal design has been 

proposed to find the better combination. 
Subsequently, a multiobjective evolution-
ary algorithm based on decomposition 
has been presented to solve this problem. 
The simulation results have shown the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
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Figure 8 The result obtained by the algo-
rithm on a large size instance, where #TD 
refers to the number of covered the traffic 
demand, and #BS refers to the number of 
the active BSs.
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Figure 9 The distribution of the active BSs 
of the eighth solution from the left in Fig. 8, 
where  represents the active BSs, and • 
represents the CSs.
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